MORE THAN AN ITEM BANK
Inspect® offers an industry‐leading combination of rigor, innovation, integrity, and instructional guidance at one
price. The result is ease of assessment delivery that provides specific feedback to teachers so they can quickly
inform instruction to increase student learning.

FEATURE

BENEFIT

40,000+ items

Designed specifically for today’s College and Career Readiness Standards (CCRS)
to support classroom formative assessment needs.

✔

Pre‐built Interim Formatives

Offers a yearlong series of ready‐to‐use assessments that can be easily modified
to align to your district’s pacing.

✔

Pre‐built End‐of‐Year Practice
Assessments

Prepares students and teachers for high‐stakes testing by following the released
blueprints and specifications of high‐stakes testing consortia.

✔

Detailed Distractor Rationales
and Rubrics

Reduces resource dependence by arming teachers with specific data for quick,
targeted feedback for intervention and re‐teaching.

✔

Classroom Checkpoint
Assessments

Saves teachers time with easy, ready‐to‐use mini‐assessments providing quick
insight into mastery of a cluster of standards.

✔

Ongoing Item Analysis

Ensures items are performing as expected to maintain valid assessments that
offer reliable data.

✔

Item Integrity Development
Process

Establishes valid and reliable assessments and data through proven
psychometrics and rigorous item development.

✔

Technology‐enhanced Items

Familiarizes students with the expected rigor and format on high‐stakes tests,
requiring deeper thinking than traditional item types may allow.

✔

Spanish‐translated
Assessments

Supports assessment needs for dual language immersion programs that mirror
traditional classroom assessments.

✔

English Language
Development Benchmarks

Allows educators ongoing progress monitoring of English learners' English
language development in listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

✔

Middle School Math
Acceleration Placement Test

Provides a measure for placement into middle school accelerated math
pathways.

✔

Performance Tasks

Assesses a combination of the knowledge and skills articulated in CCRS in
sustained, real‐world problems.

✔

Science and History/Social
Studies Items

Alleviates the challenge of valid assessments for these subjects with alignment to
state‐specific standards.

✔

New Items Monthly

Includes all future enhancements at no additional charge, including hundreds of
new technology‐enhanced items added monthly.

✔

Metadata

Items are tagged with standard, DOK level, Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy level,
difficulty, SBAC Claim and Target, PARCC Claim and Subclaim, and Mathematical
Practices to allow deep analysis of student learning. Reading passages also
include Lexile measures.

✔

Assessment Specialist Access

Provides webinars and checkpoints with our Assessment Directors and Inspect®
Impact Directors to ensure the most for your investment.

✔

All at One Price

When we add to our solution, you get it. All of the above is provided for one
price helping alleviate budget issues and ensuring educators have what they need
to increase student learning.

✔

Inspect® is developed by Key Data Systems ‐ an education industry leader in psychometric services and standards‐based
assessment. Feature availability may vary by state or by partner. Our partners retain the flexibility to provide only those
features they feel benefit their customers.
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